Host EvilMCSA says:
Last Time on Star Trek: A Call to Duty: USS Tal-War: Turbolift 4a distinguished itself by not stopping at the top of the TL shaft.  This caused massive damage to the bridge.
Host EvilMCSA says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Tal-War Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
XO_McRae says:
::wakes up from being knocked unconscious, again, after the TL crash::
CMO_Nohr`Mll says:
::in Sickbay::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::looks around and sighs::
CNS_Jordain says:
::Wonders what that thump was::
AEO_Truffel says:
::down in Main Engineering.. doing little EO stuff::
XO_McRae says:
::gingerly touches the back of his head and discovers a really big lump.  crawls out of the JT and onto the bridge::
CTO_Fa says:
::groans, and gets up, only to bump her head on her console::  Self: Ow...
OPS_Korlak says:
::wonders whether the OPS console still works... it appeared to have escaped most of the damage::
CEO_Karicanizeyla says:
::He works on his console in Engineering, checking the status of mulitple repair teams throughout the ship. He looks up and sees his junior office Ms Truffle and calls her over::
XO_McRae says:
CO: Reporting for duty, finally.
OPS_Korlak says:
::prods the refresh button on his console::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: Welcome back aboard Mr. McRae.
XO_McRae says:
::wonders what the CO is talking about::CO: I never left, I was just a little unconscious.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: I wonder when our new science office will make an appearance.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::steps out of the starboard turbolift on the bridge::
XO_McRae says:
CO: We have a science officer?  I had no idea.
AEO_Truffel says:
::walks over to the CEO and looks at him:: CEO: yeah?
CMO_Nohr`Mll says:
::rubs her forehead and contemplates the computer readouts in front of her::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::oh dear, he wasn't off the the ship::     XO: My apologies, I was a bit distracted.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: Yes we do have one.        After Mr. Lance he will have a hard road to follow.
CTO_Fa says:
::crawls out from under her console and stands, still rubbing her head a little::
OPS_Korlak says:
::notices that the port TL sign has been blown across the room onto teh starboard one::
CEO_Karicanizeyla says:
::He holds out a PADD for her to take and smiles:: AEO: Good afternoon Miss Truffle, if you could take control of repair team Ceti and reun a full system diagnostic on teh turbolift command systems please...
CSO_Jarvel says:
::steps down towards the CO and XO and overhears the conversation:: XO: Indeed you do ... now. ::regards the Captain:: CO: Ensign Jarvel, reporting for duty.
CMO_Nohr`Mll says:
*CO* Captain, do you have a moment?
AEO_Truffel says:
CEO: turbolift? err.. is that the same system.. Bob was working on?
CSO_Jarvel says:
::hands over a data PADD with his orders on it and salutes the Captain, tossing a wary eye towards the remains of the port turbolift::
OPS_Korlak says:
::turns and looks at the CSO, hearing an unfamiliar voice::
XO_McRae says:
CO: Fantastic, another scientist to get in the way when I want to shoot something.  ::walks over to a wall and opens a panel.  takes out a tricorder and scans the bump on the back of his head::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CMO*: Well I am sure there is something I am supposed to be doing however the PADD with my Mission Briefing was just tossed across the bridge so I suppose I have a minute.
CEO_Karicanizeyla says:
AEO: Yes Miss Truffle it is...I want to know what cause that damage to the bridge, and I don't want a repeat incident...
CTO_Fa says:
::taps her console to check for damages and glances at the CSO that's just reporting for duty.::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::glances towards the XO, a little surprised by his words:: XO: I will endeavour not to get between you and any likely targets, Commander.
CMO_Nohr`Mll says:
*CO* ::pause:: ::long indrawn breath:: ::pause:: Captain... er...
AEO_Truffel says:
CEO: right.. ok.. sure.. ::takes the padd and heads to grab a tool kit::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
CSO: Welcome aboard the insanity Mr.Jarvel.
XO_McRae says:
::hadn't noticed the CSO was on the bridge:: CSO: Nothing personal, just bad memories.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::nods:: XO: And rather bad manners, as well.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CMO*: Just spit it out!
CNS_Jordain says:
::Checking to see if his seat is still in one piece::
XO_McRae says:
::looks at the CSO and thinks:: Oh yeah, gonna have problems with that one.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::raises an eyebrow towards Jorgenson:: CO: Have I reported aboard the wrong vessel, Captain?
CMO_Nohr`Mll says:
*CO* ::in a rush:. Was your last CMO insane? Is everyone on board insane? Is ANYone on board ever having physicals? Is the ship still in one piece? ::sounding more hysterical by the second::
XO_McRae says:
::decides not to respond to the CSO's comments::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CEO*: Would you like to get up here and clean up this mess??
CEO_Karicanizeyla says:
AEO: Oh and Miss Truffle...::He raises the volume of his voice so she can hear him across Engineering::
AEO_Truffel says:
::rumages around in the tool shed in the back of ME and drags out a tool box before taking the JTs to the bridge.. (those are safe cause they don't move)::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::mentally tries to recall a USS Insanity in Starfleet ... fails::
AEO_Truffel says:
::pokes head out:: CEO: yeah?
XO_McRae says:
::returns to scan of his nogging and sees that there is no serious damage, just a ripper of a headache::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
CSO: No you are on the right ship, USS Insanity is just our affectionate little name for it.           Welcome aboard the USS TalWar.      I would give you more of a hello but my CMO seems to being having a problem with stuttering and I have a blown up turbolift in pieces on my bridge.
OPS_Korlak says:
::scraping bits of TL off the resource management controls::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::bows slightly:: CO: Of course, sir. XO/CO: Perhaps it would be best then if I were to take my station... ::moves off towards Science One::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
CSO: By the way, if you automatically assume everything that can go wrong will go wrong and go wrong spectacularly you will never be surprised.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CMO*: I am still searching for my PADD, go ahead.
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION Science One was on the other side of the Port tube
XO_McRae says:
::walks to the TL door and looks at the damage:: CO: Isn't this the same one that broke last time we left the Starbase?  I think someone does not like this TL.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::pauses short of his station and regards the CO:: CO: An ancestor of mine once maintained a very similar proverb...
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: Yes, its the same one that is always acting possessed.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: I don't know whether we need engineering or an exorcism
CTO_Fa says:
XO: Should I contact SFC about the incident?  Espeically the fact that we suspecvt and act of sabotage?
XO_McRae says:
::stares at the TL:: CO: I think we should just remove it completely.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::regards the remains of the science station critically ... pulls a tricorder from a pocket of his uniform and begins scanning the debris::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CMO*: Yes I am insane, yes our old CMO was insane and I assume still is and yes we get physicals... well sometimes.
AEO_Truffel says:
::shrugs shoulders and heads up the JT tot eh bridge::
CEO_Karicanizeyla says:
::He looks at her with a smile:: AEO: Remember Miss Truffle...you...not Bob or any other officer, are in charge of Ceti team...clear?
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: I agree, next time we stop lets get it replaced.
XO_McRae says:
CTO: Go right ahead.  Be sure to tell them we're investigating it ourselves.  Then get me a list of everyone who worked on this TL, ever.
AEO_Truffel says:
::yells back:: CEO: righty Oh!
CTO_Fa says:
XO: Aye, sir.
CMO_Nohr`Mll says:
*CO* All right. ::audibly trying to calm down:: Does anyone on the bridge need medical assistance?
CSO_Jarvel says:
::picks up a piece of duranium and rubs his fingers against it, examining the residue::
CTO_Fa says:
::taps her console and contacts SFC with the message::
AEO_Truffel says:
::climbs and climbs and climbs:: man this thing is heavy
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CMO*: Well I did have a dripping head wound and my XO was unconscious but things seem to be fine now.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::examines the return from his tricorder critically::
XO_McRae says:
::glares at the CO:: CO: Are you trying to get us relieved of duty?
CMO_Nohr`Mll says:
*CO* Please send Commander McRae to the sickbat at his earliest inconvinience, then.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CMO*: Everything you need to know about your new ship is in your personal Captain's briefing.           You know the one that's not standard.
CTO_Fa says:
::Communicates with SFC about a list of members who have worked on building the TW::
AEO_Truffel says:
::is on the bottom side of the shaft loking up at the wreckage::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: ::glares back::         I told them you were fine now!
CMO_Nohr`Mll says:
*CO* The one that told us where the straightjackets are kept, you mean?
XO_McRae says:
CO: It's technically a head wound.  They'll want to do all sorts of tests.
CTO_Fa says:
XO: Done.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CMO*: Yeah that one.       ::grin in voice::
CTO_Fa says:
XO: I'm compiling that list now.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: Well true but then blood doesn't make very good eye shadow either so we are both in trouble
CSO_Jarvel says:
::sits upon his haunches, conducting scans of the turbolift debris trying to determine if any explosives were involved::
AEO_Truffel says:
::looks at a reort of the damage handed over by the other techs already on the scene::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CMO*: I reiterate, we are fine doctor.           Bridge out.
XO_McRae says:
CTO: Very good. ::goes and sits in the nearest open chair::
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: The communications console indictates that there is a message incoming by way of several blinky lights [tm]
CMO_Nohr`Mll says:
*CO* ::sighs heavily:: Captain, I'm begging you, please sned your people down for their physicals. And all injured are not cleared for duty unless they've been cleared by me or my staff. ::sounding very tired::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CMO*: But we don't listen to CMOs.         I mean why should we start now?
OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Incoming communication, Captain.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: This one will learn soon.
AEO_Truffel says:
::reads about the console and the device found.. grumbles and starts looking for access ports to the TL's systems::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::stands, finding no evidence of explosives in the turbolift debris ... begins to focus on possibly mechanical failures::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: Okay, while I have her on hold why don't you review your initial findings.
XO_McRae says:
CO: The last one never did.  Why should this one be different?
CTO_Fa says:
::gets her list from SFC, and then taps her combadge:: *AEO*: Fa to Truffel, come in.
XO_McRae says:
CO: Umm, I don't have any.
OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Captain... there is an incoming communication. Would you like it onscreen?
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: What do you mean you don't have any??
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
OPS: Mr. Korlak, why do you ask me that when you know I don't like to talk to anyone.        I have to but I don't like it.
XO_McRae says:
CO: I mean there hasn't been time to put together any initial findings.  I'm going to start as soon as I have a list of people who worked on the TL.
XO_McRae says:
CTO: How much longer on that list?
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: Okay, let me know sooner rather than later please.
OPS_Korlak says:
CO: I can play musak to them if it helps, Captain.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::raises an eyebrow at the return from his tricorder and glances at the engineering station:: XO: Commander ... I believe I have found the source of the problem.
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: The blinking lights still continue to blink on the communications console
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
OPS: ::sigh::      No, just put it through.
XO_McRae says:
CSO: What would that be?
OPS_Korlak says:
::puts the comm through::
AEO_Truffel says:
::marks off the possibility of damage to the TL command and control systems.. starts looking harder at the computer relays::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::grumbling about the comm out of voice pick-up range::
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
*CO* Captain, please... ::sounding very tired:: please remember that no crew member that has been injured is cleared for duty unless me or one of my staff say so.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: Why do I always have to answer this stupid thing Mr. McRae.           Can't we just get voice mail?
CSO_Jarvel says:
::walks over towards the engineering station and begins to wade through the damaged parts:: XO: Extra parts... ::reaches deep into the console debris and pulls a section of metal free, containing a small blinking box:: XO: This part is not standard issue ... nor, do I believe it has been added by the Chief Engineer.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CMO*: Sorry, the number you tried is disconnected or is no longer in service.      Thank you.
XO_McRae says:
CSO: Let me see that.  ::walks over::
Host EvilMCSA says:
<SFC> COMM: Tal-War: Captain...I just recieved word of your situation, this is Admiral Harris
AEO_Truffel says:
*CTO*: yes 
CSO_Jarvel says:
XO: It seems to be drawing power from a unique source. ::hands the box towards him:: XO: It has no apparent connection to the Tal-War's own power supply.
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
*CO* Captain, please. This is no joke. Imagine you are employing an injured crew member in a critical function and he or she collapses just as they are needed the most.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
COMM: SFC: Yes Admiral.         We seem to have a possessed turbolift.       Even when someone sabotages it they pick on the same one.
CSO_Jarvel says:
CTO: Lieutenant, I require your expertise over here.
AEO_Truffel says:
::::climbs down to an undamaged access port and opens the hatch.. and starts looking for the control switch tot he main system::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CMO*: Could you pencil me down for the standard CMO/CO lecture later please?
CTO_Fa says:
*AEO*: When you have time, would you please compile a list of all crewman and officers that worked on the TL prior to the explosion?
XO_McRae says:
::takes the box and examines it:: CSO: Go find the CEO and analyze this thing.  And find a way to isolate it from the rest of the ship.  Work in a forcefield if you have to.
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
*CO* No, captain. Because according to my files 28.56% of the crew have been injured but not cleared for duty. This is not acceptable.
Host EvilMCSA says:
<computer> AEO: Anomoly found in analysis of the teriary computer relay system
AEO_Truffel says:
*CTO*: you should have that if you just access the manitance logs..
CSO_Jarvel says:
::takes the box back from the XO:: XO: Of course, Commander... ::begins to walk towards the starboard turbolift:: Computer: What is the location of the Chief Engineering Officer?
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CMO*: I am getting a headache, I'll relieve myself of duty after this is over.        This is not a good time.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
COMM: SFC: Sorry sir, CMO/CO troubles, you know how these things are.     ::grin::
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
*CO* Captain...
XO_McRae says:
CO: We found an object in the debris of the engineering station.  I told the CSO to analyze it with the CEO.
Host EvilMCSA says:
<SFC> COMM: Tal-War: Understood. I'm sending a team of SCE to you to help out.  They'll also start towing you back to SB 231
CSO_Jarvel says:
::steps into the turbolift, waiting for a response from the computer::
AEO_Truffel says:
::blink at the diagnostic reading out and the alarm on her tricorder:: hmmph.. thats weird.. ::plugs in a small trace device:: Computer: diagnostic 1S.. and run it on the effected systems.. overlay the tracer and tell me where it was input in the system..
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
COMM: SFC: I understand Admiral.        Thank you.
CSO_Jarvel says:
TL: Main Engineering...
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: Thank you Mr. McRae.          Why don't you take over my call to Sickbay.         ::evil grin::
AEO_Truffel says:
::replaces a chip so the command codes are over riden and the trace can proceed::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::turns the commbadge off for a bit::
XO_McRae says:
::makes a note to short sheet the CO's bed:: CO: Sure.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::heads over to the remains of the turbolift::
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
::kicks a biobed in frustration::
CTO_Fa says:
*AEO*: Did that.  But I'm wondering if there might be others who didn't log in their work.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::taps his combadge:: *EO*: Mister Truffel, are you available at the moment?
Host EvilMCSA says:
<Computer> AEO: Analysis shows that this system was activated like this at time of installation
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
Eng Goons by Remains of TL: Reports.        How much damage did it do?
AEO_Truffel says:
*CTO*:ahh'm a bit occupied.. try crossing the list with the duty roster for that shift.. ouch! darn thing.. 
XO_McRae says:
*CMO*: The CO asked me to take over your conversation.  What were you discussing?
OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Captain, should I inform spacedock that we are returning for repairs, or will we be dealing with this ourselves?
AEO_Truffel says:
*CSO*: I'm hanging upside down in the turbolift shaft right now.. 
CTO_Fa says:
*AEO*: Alright.  I'll let you go back to your work now... ::chuckles  little:: Fa out.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
OPS: The admiral called and said he was sending us help.
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
*XO* I was stating that the ship's crew is not able to perform satisfactory with such a great number of injured and sick crewmen!
CSO_Jarvel says:
::as alarmed as he becomes:: *EO*: Do you require assistance?
OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Aye, sir.
CTO_Fa says:
::cross references the maintenance logs and the duty roster::
AEO_Truffel says:
self: like this?! thats not right.. *CSO*: no.. can you get to an engineering console from on the bridge?
XO_McRae says:
*CMO*: I think you're right. And we should start at the top.  Just order the CO down there, she's not doing anything right now and should lead the rest of the crew by example.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: Can we handle these repairs or do we need to return immediately.      And don't think I didn't hear you volunteer me!
AEO_Truffel says:
Computer: location of last tracer and command over ride besides now..
CSO_Jarvel says:
::steps out of the turbolift and moves down towards Main Engineering:: *EO*: I suggest you contact someone on the bridge for that, Mister Truffel.
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
*XO* Sounds like a good idea. Would you please make sure she appears in sickbay in three minutes, tops?
CSO_Jarvel says:
*CMO*: Please report to Main Engineering... ::steps through the doors to Engineering::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CMO*: The XO was unconscious, he needs to be scanned immediately.      I never lost consciousness!
XO_McRae says:
CO: That's what you get for making me talk to a doctor.  And we may want to go back just to be close to the people who were working on the ship.
AEO_Truffel says:
*CSO*: oh.. sorry thought you were still up there.. you any place close to engineering?
XO_McRae says:
*CMO*: The captain lost blood and is very light headed and disoriented right now.  I think you should just beam her down.
Host EvilMCSA says:
<Computer> AEO: Anomolas system was installed during initial ship building phase.  Analysis concludes that this system has been installed since the Launch date of the USS Tal-War.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: ::sigh::        I won't forget this Quinn.         ::glares::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::sets the blinking box down on the master situation display and calls over an Engineer:: *EO*: I am in Main Engineering.
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
*CO* ::darkly:: I have the suspicion that none of the senior crew have ever *gained* it!
AEO_Truffel says:
oh Crud.. ::grabs her tracer chips and unhooks the dia lead:: 
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::stalks back over to her chair::
AEO_Truffel says:
Computer: location of main controls for unclassified systems
CSO_Jarvel says:
::with the assistance of the shift EO, he conducts an intensive series of scans and diagnostics on the little blinking box trying to determine its origin, purpose, and power supply::
Host EvilMCSA says:
<Computer> AEO: Unclassified systems can be controlled from any configurable terminal on the ship
CTO_Fa says:
::finishes compiling her list:: XO: Sir, I have the list you requested.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::starts sifting through debris again for her missing PADD::
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
*XO/CO* Captain, Commander, settle it among you, and you have three minutes. Nohr'Ml out.
CSO_Jarvel says:
*CMO*: Doctor Nohr'MI, please respond.
AEO_Truffel says:
::installs a marker chip in the console::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
All: Has anyone seen a missing PADD?
OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Are you missing something, Captain?
XO_McRae says:
CTO: Thanks, send it to Tac2 and I'll read it there.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
OPS: Yes, I lost my PADD and it has my mission briefing on it.
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
*CSO* Go ahead.
CNS_Jordain says:
CO: Haven't seen it.. ::looks around again::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::grimaces ever so slightly:: *CMO*: Doctor, I had asked you to report to Main Engineering... ::glances around Main Engineering:: ...are you en route?
OPS_Korlak says:
Computer: Computer, please instruct the Captain's PADD to bleep an audible signal.
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
*CSO* I'm afraid I hadn't received your request. I am on my way.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::sighs when she cuts her finger on a piece of jagged metal, wraps it in her shirt and continues looking::
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
::leaves the sickbay, leaving MED Snape in charge of the incoming patients::
CSO_Jarvel says:
*CMO*: Thank you, Doctor ... Jarvel, out.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: Toss me the first aid kit please, need to wash this out with all this dirt and debris on the bridge.
Host EvilMCSA says:
<Computer> OPS: The specified padd does not responded to remote commands at this time
CNS_Jordain says:
::spots something metallic across the bridge, moves closer::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::continues to conduct very intensive scans of the little blinking box, but so far its not yielding any of its secrets::
OPS_Korlak says:
::Swears under his breath::
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
::enters a TL, grumbling about heroically stupid senior officers::
AEO_Truffel says:
Computer: fine fine.. but where is the nerve center? and who has access?
XO_McRae says:
CO: No, that looks serious you should go to sickbay.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: Nice try Quinn, just toss me the medikit.
OPS_Korlak says:
Computer: Computer, please scan the bridge for PADDs.
CNS_Jordain says:
::Notices the metallic object sticking out of the wall is in fact a PADD::
AEO_Truffel says:
Computer: fine fine.. but where is the nerve center? and who has access?
XO_McRae says:
::tosses the medkit to the CO::
CNS_Jordain says:
CO: Found your PADD, captain.. ::waves arm::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: Have they gotten any information from the box?
CTO_Fa says:
::nods:: XO: Aye sir.  ::sends the info to Tac 2::  I'm also sending one to the Captain and one to your office.
AEO_Truffel says:
::climbs down and heads for the next actual deck::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
CNS: Oh thank  you Mr. Jordain.     Does it look like its still working okay?
XO_McRae says:
::starts going over the list of people and checking their service records, background etc.::
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
::arrives on deck fifteen and enters ME hesitantly, looking around::
Host EvilMCSA says:
<Computer> AEO: All specified commands are processed in the secondary computer core.  All specified commands can be accessed at any terminal on the ship, assuming that the person giving the commands has the appropriate access
AEO_Truffel says:
*CO*: Captain.. we have a really bad problem!
CSO_Jarvel says:
::regards the box with a very curious look on his face as so far his attempts to unlock its secrets have proven futile. looks up as the doctor walks into the bay:: CMO: Doctor, thank you for joining me.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::gets out some disinfectent and cleanses the rather dirty cut, all better::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*AEO*: Oh now what??!
CTO_Fa says:
::goes over to the XO:: XO: Commander, I have narrowed down the list to these possible suspects that is capable of sabotage.. and the opportunity to.  ::points to those on the list::
CNS_Jordain says:
::Pulls it out of the panel in which it was embedded and takes a look..:: CO: It seems to be ok.. apart from this scratch, and that one, and...
CSO_Jarvel says:
::bows slightly to Doctor Nohr'MI as he enters Main Engineering::
AEO_Truffel says:
*CO*: we have a secondary comand system in effect in the back up computer core.. and who ever has access to it has control of the ship.. it's been in place since launch.. and I don't have a way to track who's using it.. yet..
CMO_Nohr`Mll says:
CSO: ::bows slightly:: How can I be of assistance?
XO_McRae says:
CTO: DOes this list include people who were building the ship or just those who have worked on it since?
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
CNS: ::sigh::     Oh well, hopefully it saved everything.         ::she takes it and starts cleaning it with a tattered sleeve::
CNS_Jordain says:
::Glances at the poor console panel..::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*AEO*: Wonderful, just wonderful.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: Did you hear that?
CTO_Fa says:
XO: This includes those that have helped build the ship at hte ship yard.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::points towards the box he is putting through intenstive scans:: CMO: This piece of equipment was discovered in the engineering console on the bridge. It may be somehow related to the instances of sabotage we have encountered. I was hoping you could assist me in unlocking its secrets.
AEO_Truffel says:
::stops at a local access hatch and opens the lower panel used for repairs.. starts looking for a trace chip or anythign that woudl over ride general command functions::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::wonders why she has some song about tiptoeing through tulips going through her head::
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
CSO: I will do everything in my power, of course, but why have you asked for my help, specifically? Is the item of organic origin?
XO_McRae says:
CO: Yes i did, i have a list of possible suspects the CTO put together.  In the meantime, we need to disable that secondary command system.
CSO_Jarvel says:
CMO: Their may be a biological element involved that I have not taken into consideration...
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: You are the computer whiz Mr. McRae.
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
CSO: I see. What have your scans shown so far?
CSO_Jarvel says:
::points towards a completely blank screen:: CMO: I'm afraid the device has thus far proven to be unscannable.
AEO_Truffel says:
::pulls out the 3 iso rods that regulate computer control and start digging for a way to disable it::
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
::raises its green eyebrows:: CSO: Extremely interesting. Do we know what the item's function was while it was in its original place?
CSO_Jarvel says:
::steeples his hands in front of his face and regards the box:: CMO: Perhaps their is some sort of disruption field at work preventing me from scanning it.
XO_McRae says:
CO: Okay, ::sits down and isolates the backup computer core from the rest of the ship.  Proceeds to go through the backup core and looks for the secondary command system::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CMO*: ::since she has scared off so many CMOs and Starfleet is going to wonder why they never can keep them soon and investigate she makes a promise that when things are solved she will go chat voluntarily with the new CMO::
CSO_Jarvel says:
CMO: I believe it was installed in the engineering console for the purpose of disrupting our ship's systems. It's installation was not authorized.
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
CSO: In that case I would advise extreme caution. In my experience disruption fields value their privacy.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::continues to sit with horribly bad posture in the command chair waiting for answers::
AEO_Truffel says:
self: argh! ::pulls at hair:: there's just to many functions..
CTO_Fa says:
XO: Sir, have you considered that we can trace the signal back to its original source?
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
CSO: A sabotage device, fascinating. have you tried modulating the scan's wavelengths?
AEO_Truffel says:
*CO/XO*: bridge! i have more bad news...
CSO_Jarvel says:
CMO: A disruption field is completely inanimate Doctor. You are assigning it feelings it cannot have. ::moves over to a set of controls:: CMO: I shall attempt to modulate the wavelengths of my scans now.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*AEO*: Have you ever heard that saying about killing the bearer of bad tidings?
XO_McRae says:
CTO: Go ahead and try.  I'm going to see if I can find a signature on this stuff.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::begins randomly modulating the frequency that he is scanning the little blinking box::
AEO_Truffel says:
*CO*: yep.. never cared for old Earth studies.. 
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*AEO*: Okay, just tell me what is wrong now.
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
CSO: I am assigning feelings to its constructors. Whoever takes the risk of creating a disruption field within close proximity of a warp core must have somethign important to hide and might have built in traps.
AEO_Truffel says:
*CO/XO*: anyway.. as far as tracing the computer problems.. i can't.. the maintence records don't go back far enoug to verify who installed what.. the secondary copmputer core runs living critical systems
CNS_Jordain says:
::Arches brows::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*AEO*: Are you telling me you can't shut this down without killing us??
CSO_Jarvel says:
::nods:: CMO: It is wise to proceed with caution then. ::looks at the results of the modulated scan:: CMO: It appears to be drawing its power remotely from the secondary power relays.
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
CSO: Can we risk removing it from its power source?
AEO_Truffel says:
*CO/XO*: I can't get access from one over the other.. to get this problem I'm gonna have ta crack the main core and by pass what ever secuirty this thing has.. other wise we are just sitting ducks for who ever has control of it
AEO_Truffel says:
*CO/XO*: basically.. yes
CTO_Fa says:
CO/XO/ *AEO*: What about tracing the signal...?  If this ship is being controlled remotely ... there shoudl be a residual signal somewhere.
CSO_Jarvel says:
CMO: It was originally found on the bridge with no direct taps to the secondary power grib. I believe it is drawing its power remotely ... and thus moving it down here to Engineering caused no problems.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
OPS: Take over the conn and get us back to the Starbase.
XO_McRae says:
::finds the secondary command system and starts to "disassemble" it.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*AEO*: Is max warp gonna harm us?
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
CSO: Do you think it would be wise to raise a local forcefield around the device to minimise negative effects?
AEO_Truffel says:
*CO*: i dunno.. i'm not in Engineering to check!
OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Aye, Captain...er.. Captain, wouldn't we be better keeping a safe distance once we arrive rather than risk takign a possibly hostile device into the Starbase?
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*ENG*: Can we handle maximum warp right now?
CSO_Jarvel says:
::ponders the forcefield:: CMO: Thus far I see no cause to raise a forcefield. Hypothetically speaking, shutting down the secondary power grid could disable this device ... as well as any other sabotage devices that may be drawing their power in a similar fashion.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
OPS: Very good Mr. Korlak.
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
CSO: What about possible independent power sources or triggers activated upon power shutdown?
OPS_Korlak says:
::slaves flight control and plots a course::
CSO_Jarvel says:
CMO: We will not know what triggers may exist without excercising them ... or disasembling the device.
OPS_Korlak says:
CO: I'm taking us to maximum impulse until the safety of warp has been confirmed.
AEO_Truffel says:
*CO/XO*: oh.. well.. maybe.. I been looking over secondary systems.. I can't trace those.. maybe if I.. yeah that might work
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
COMM: SB: Admiral, we cannot shut down our little present.      I am going to come back to the Starbase but we will not park in the bay.         Please send shuttles since we do not know if the transporter has been affected
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
CSO: Let us hope for the best, then. :.draws out a medical scanner and a normal one, pointing the second one at the device::
AEO_Truffel says:
::closes up the panel and heads for a more direct access point::
Host EvilMCSA says:
<Adm Harris> COMM: Tal-War: They are already on their way.  As I mentioned before a ship containing members of the Starfleet Corp of Engineers are headed your way as well to try and help out.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::nods at Nohr'MI:: *XO*: Commander, at this time Doctor Nohr'MI and I are recommending the shutdown of the secondary power grid. We have reason to believe that the device found on the bridge, along with any similar devices aboard the ship, are drawing their power remotely from that grid.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
COMM: SB: Thank you Admiral, tell everyone to be careful.        We still don't know what this person is trying to do
AEO_Truffel says:
::ends up at the junction and prys off the floor panel.. and slides down a bit into a crawl space.. pulling along the floor till she's under a type of fuse box covered in glass::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::has the strong urge to take a short nap::
XO_McRae says:
::sees the secondary command system was tied into the secondary power relays:: Computer: Why is this secondary command system tied into the secondary power relays and what will happen if I close those connection?
OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Do you wish me to adjust course to rendezvous with the engineering vessel?
AEO_Truffel says:
::slides the cover off and gets out the trace device.. installing it and pulling the main computer relay for the replicators in section 3::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
OPS: Yes Mr. Korlak, I think that would be wise.
OPS_Korlak says:
::makes the necessary corrections::
XO_McRae says:
*CSO*: Understood.  One minute and let me make sure that's not ging to cause us any problems.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::glances at the Doctor as he waits for Commander McRae to respond::
Host EvilMCSA says:
<Computer> XO: The secondary power relays cannot be accessed at this time.  Another process is controlling access to these relays
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
::prepares a few emergency hypos, in case::
CSO_Jarvel says:
*XO*: Of course, Commander ... I am standing by. ::walks over towards the controls for the secondary power grid with a pair of shift engineers::
XO_McRae says:
Computer: Well, cut off that access.
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
::steps away from the device, while still scanning it::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::waits for more news impatiently::
AEO_Truffel says:
::activates trace::
Host EvilMCSA says:
<Computer> XO: Access is being controlled by a diagnostic process put in place by the Assistant Engineering Officer.  Results of this scan cannot be completed as it is impossible for the computer to trace back past the point of initial power on.  The process is currently looping
AEO_Truffel says:
Computer: tracer diagnotic.. run main computer log on systems to interface main and secondary systems and cross with instulation logs..
XO_McRae says:
*AEO*: Kill your diganostic on the secondary power relays.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::plays tic-tac-toe on her found PADD::
XO_McRae says:
*CSO*: Cut the secondary power.
CSO_Jarvel says:
::places his hands on the controls for the secondary power grid, ensuring he is no where near the primary power grid, and waits for word from the XO::
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
::takes a deep breath and tries to calm down::
CSO_Jarvel says:
*XO*: Acknowledged Commander... ::glances towards Doctor Nohr'Mi ... then keys in the sequence to begin shutdown of the Tal-War's secondary power grid::
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: Secondary Power is cut, impulse goes off line.  Power on the bridge goes out an explosion occurs in the same JT that the AEO is in.
AEO_Truffel says:
*XO*: but i just.. oh fine.. ::closes the relay and pulls the tracer out:: you cabn't just kill the secondary systems..
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::feels the shudder in the ship::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: What the Hell was that!
CSO_Jarvel says:
::feels the ship rock slightly:: CMO: Their has been another explosion.
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
::heard an explosion and curses in Romulan::
OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Captain, we've lost power.
CNS_Jordain says:
::Notices the lights going out::
AEO_Truffel says:
::looks up as a plasma arch occurs and screams::
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
CSO: ::grimly:. So I heard. ::scans the device::
XO_McRae says:
CO: Power outage.  ::tracks the explosion and its cause::
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: Lights power everything is out on the bridge...total darkness....emergency lighting power supplied by secondary power grid which was just shut off
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
OPS: Can you bring up the back-ups?
OPS_Korlak says:
::Tries to reroute an emergency supply to his console::
Host EvilMCSA says:
ACTION: ALL Consoles on the bridge are offline
CTO_Fa says:
XO: THe JT that the AEO in just exploded.  Tracing lifesign..  ::moves her hands away:: Nevermind.
CNS_Jordain says:
::Looking for a flashlight::
OPS_Korlak says:
CO: Not from here. Suggest we relocate.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
All: Everyone to the  battle bridge.
CSO_Jarvel says:
*XO*: The secondary power grid has been shut down, Commander.
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
Computer: Casualties following the last explosion?
CTO_Fa says:
CO: I doubt the turbolifts are working.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: Break out the emergency torches.
OPS_Korlak says:
::heads for the emergency ladder off the bridge::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
CTO: You know how to use an emergency access ladder Mr. Fa?
CNS_Jordain says:
::Finds his flashlight and turns it on...::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::heads over to the hatch::
XO_McRae says:
*CSO*: I noticed.
CTO_Fa says:
::opens a hatch:: CO: After you, sir.
Host EvilMCSA says:
<Computer> CMO: There are no lifesigns on deck 1
XO_McRae says:
*CMO*: There was an explosion that registered just before we lost all power to the bridge.  Try to locate it and get a medical team there.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
::starts climbing slowly down::
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
*XO* On my way. CSO: If you'll exucse me.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
XO: ::shouts up::     Mr. McRae, the torches please!
OPS_Korlak says:
::Tries not to fall down the access hatch on top of the captain::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::notes that the gentle motion of the ship moving through space has stopped:: CMO: The impulse engines have shut down ... that is a primary system. ::looks back at the console trying to make sure that he shut down the secondary grid and not the primary one::
CSO_Jarvel says:
CMO: Of course, Doctor...
CTO_Fa says:
Bridge: Go...
XO_McRae says:
::grabs the torches and passes them out::
CMO_Nohr`Ml says:
::runs out of ME towards the next JT, med supplies in hand, and calling sickbay::
CSO_Jarvel says:
::moves back to the master situation display and begins to key in his access codes:: *CO*: Jarvel to the bridge, please respond...
XO_McRae says:
::waits as everyone gets into the JT for the climb to the battle bridge::
CTO_Fa says:
::Follows the XO, and closes the hatch, leaving the bridge empty::
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CSO*: I am in the emergency access Mr. Jarvel, headed to the battle bridge.       Meet me there.    CO out.
CSO_Jarvel says:
Enginering: Initiate emergency power loss protocols...
CSO_Jarvel says:
*CO*: Captain, I recommend diverting to Main Engineering. I am arleady in place and can take control of the ship from here.
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
*CSO*: Very well Mr. Jarvel
Host CO_Jorgeanson says:
All: Everyone head to ME instead.
XO_McRae says:
:: is not looking forward to a climb down to ME::
Host EvilMCSA says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<end mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


